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Convergence in law of solutions of SDE having jumps is discussed assuming suitable convergence of 
the coefficients under a situation where the point process approaches a Poisson point process. As an 
application the asymptotic behavior of certain stochastic processes such as storage processes and random 
walks is also discussed. 
1. Introduction 
For every n 2 1, let (fin, 9”, P”; 9,“) be a stochastic basis and let {X,,(t); t 3 0} be 
an (FT)-adapted stochastic process satisfying the following stochastic differential 
equation (SDE): 
I 
f 
XI(t) = x(o)+ ants, Xn(s - 1) d&(s) 
0 
, 
+ 
II 
a,(~, X,(s-L 4*n(ds, du) 
0 O</UlSC 
I 
+ 
II 
gn(s, Xn(s --I, u)N(ds, du), n 2 1, (1.1) 
0 luJ>c 
where A,,(t) is an ( $:)-adapted process of bounded variation and N, is the counting 
measure of ( $:)-adapted point processes p,, with values in R* := R\(O). I’?,, denotes 
N,, - fi,, where fi,, is the compensator of N,,. We shall be concerned only with the 
case where N,, converges in law to a Poisson random measure, but we do not assume 
that N, itself is Poisson distributed. Therefore, (1.1) includes, for example, the 
discrete case where N,, may be expressed as N,(ds, dx) =& 6Ckln,g,,k,(ds, dx), for 
some triangular array {&,k} of random variables. 
The purpose of this paper is to study what kind of conditions on the convergence 
of the data {A,,, a,, CT,,, Gn} assure the convergence of X,, to the solution of an It6 
type SDE involving a Brownian motion and a Poisson point process (see (A7) in 
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Section 2). This sort of theorem would be of interest because the study of asymptotic 
behaviour of a stochastic processes satisfying an SDE with jumps is often reduced 
to this kind of stability theorem, and this is the reason why we consider the case 
where not only the driving processes {A,,, IV,,} but also the coefficients {a,,, (T,} may 
depend on n. Also for the same reason we shall be concerned only with the 
convergence in law and will not discuss almost-sure convergence. Instead, we shall 
try to relax the assumptions on the convergence of the coefficients and we do not 
assume either uniform convergence or Lipschitz continuity of the coefficients, which 
are often too restrictive in some alplications. (Thus we need to assume the existence 
of the unique solution of the limiting SDE.) The assumptions will be on the same 
line as Yamada [19]; we shall require continuous convergence on coefficients 
allowing some exceptional sets and also we assume that N, converges in law to a 
deterministic measure r, which implies that N, converges to a Poisson point process. 
(For the detailed conditions see Section 2.) Our result (see Theorem 2) is a generaliz- 
ation of above [19], where the case r = 0 is treated. 
Similar problems have been discussed by many authors in various formulations. 
For example, a similar problem for Markov processes with Levy generators is studied 
in Negoro and Tsuchiya [15] where uniform convergence of coefficients and Levy 
measure is required. Fujiwara [5] discusses the case where the point processes are 
defined by a triangular arrays of dependent random variables satisfying some mixing 
condition and where the coefficients are Lipschitz continuous and common for n. 
Another neat formulation was recently given in Slominski [17], where a stability 
theorem is presented for SDE of the form: dX,,( t) =f(X,,( t - )) dZ,( t) for Lipschitz 
continuous f under some mild conditions on the convergence of semimartingales 
Z,. There is, however, no direct implication between these results and ours. In Jacod 
and Shiryaev [8] general conditions are given for the convergence of semimartingales 
in terms of the characteristics of the processes themselves, but their results do not 
seem applicable directly to our problems. Therefore, we shall make use of the basic 
results and the techniques of Kasahara and Watanabe [12] which discusses the 
convergence of point processes and their functionals. 
Our main results will be stated in Section 2 and the proofs will be given in Section 
3. Section 4 is devoted to two examples which motivated our study. 
A functionf on a subset of the real line R is said to be cridlcig if it is right-continuous 
and admits left limits. We denote by D([O, CO), Rd) the space of functionsf: [O, 00) + 
Rd which are cadlag, and we endow this space with Skorohod’s Jr-topology. Also 
5 and =% denote the convergence in probability and in law, respectively, and ji 
stands for jCO,,, . 
2. Basic result 
For every n z 1, let (fin, 9”, P”; 9:) be a stochastic basis satisfying the usual 
conditions (see [8, p. 31) and let {p,}, be a sequence of ( 9:)-adapted point processes 
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with values in Iw* := R\(O). The counting measure and its compensator (see [6, p. 601) 
will be denoted by N,,(ds, du) and k,,(ds, du), respectively, and fi,, denotes N,, - fi,, 
following the textbook of Ikeda and Watanabe [6]. N,, and fin are random measures 
on (0, cc) x Iw* but we shall regard them as those on [0, ~0) x ([--CO, co]\(O)) in the 
A 
obvious way and confine ourselves to the case where N,, and N,, are random elements 
of A := _&!([O, co) x ([ -00, ~]\{O}) which denotes the space of Radon measures on 
[O,oo) x ([--co, oo]\{O}) endowed with the vague topology (for the definition see 
Jagers [9]). 
We now assume that the compensator 7?n converges in law to a deterministic 
measure: 
(Al) Gn(ds, du) 5 T(ds, du) = ds v(du) in Ju, 
where v(du) is a deterministic Bore1 measure on [w* = [w\(O) such that 
min{l, n’}v(du) (00. 
(Al) may also be rewritten as 
kn((O, t]xA)z tv(A) as n+cc, 
for every Bore1 set A c (-CO, -E] u [E, 00) (3~. > 0) such that v(dA) = 0. It is well 
known that under condition (Al), N,, converges in law to a Poisson random measure: 
i.e., 
N,,sN in& asn+co 
where N is the counting measure of a Poisson point process p with the mean 
measure r; i.e., 6 = E[ N] = r (see e.g. [4, lo]). Our second assumption on I?* is: 
(A2)(i) EP” ’ 
[I I 
u2&(ds, du) <co; 
0 o++c 1 
(ii) there exists a p 3 0 such that 
h$limsupP”(((Y~),--p2ti>6)=0 foreveryS>O, 
n 
where E(t) := Ii ~O<l,I<E ufi,,(ds, du) and (v) denotes the quadratic variational 
process; 
(iii) there exists a c’> 0 such that 
I 
{I I 
u2&(ds, du) 
0 O</UlS& 1 n 
is C-tight in D([O, co), [w). 
Notice that, under assumptions (Al) and (A2), it holds, for any fixed c > 0 such 
that v({*c}) = 0, 
z&(dS, du) + pB( t) (2.1) 
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in D([O, CO), R), where B = (B(t)),a,, is a standard Brownian motion independent 
of IV. (See e.g. [12].) 
Now let X,, = (X,( t)),zo (n = 1,2, . . .) be a cadlag stochastic process adapted to 
(9:) and satisfy the SDE (1.1) with arbitrary c E (0, a). The extreme case c = 0 or 
c = cc is also allowed provided that the right-hand side makes sense. Our problem 
in the present paper is to study the convergence in law of X,, assuming that the 
coefficients a,, m,, and A,, converge to a, u and A, respectively, in the following sense: 
(A3) A,(t)3A(t) foreverytao, 
where A(t) (t 3 0) is a nondecreasing, continuous deterministic function with 
A(0) = 0. 
(A4) For every T > 0 and R > 0, there exist a constant M > 0 and a continuous 
function f(u) : [c, a) + (0, CO) such that, for all n 2 1, 
and 
Theorem 1. Suppose assumptions (Al) through (A4) are satisjied and we further 
assume that (A4) also holds with R = ~0. If {X,(O)}, is tight in [w then so is {X,,}, in 
NO, a), R). 
To identify the limiting laws we put the following assumptions. (The condition 
on the set F in the next condition will be given in (A6).) 
(A5) There exist measurable functions a(s, x), g(s, x, u), G(s, x), ((s, x, u) E 
[0, co) x R x W*) and Lebesgue measurable sets F c [w and E c [0, 00) x [w such that 
r(E) = 0 and such that, for every (s, U) g E, x & F and for every sequence (s,, x,, u,) 
converging to (s, x, u), 
&l(sn, xn) + a(% x), ~,(%I, -%I, %I) + ds, x, u), 
lim sup 
gn(&l, &I, u) 
El0 O<lU~<E 
-C?(s,x) =o. 
U 
(2.2) 
(A61 For any limit process X of {X,,}, in law and for the set F given in condition 
(A5), it holds 
IF(X,) dt = 0 a.s. 
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(A7) For any given 90-measurable X(O), the following stochastic differential 
equation (SDE) has a unique solution in D([O, co), R) in the law sense: 
I 
I 
I 
f 
X(t) = X(0) + a(s, X(s - )) dA(s) + P &(s, X(s-)) dB(s) 
0 0 
u(s, X(s-), u)+(ds, du) 
+ u(s, X(s -), u)N(ds, du). 
Theorem 2. Suppose assumptions (Al) through (A7) are satisfied. If ~({c}) = 
v({ -c}) = 0 and tf the law of X,, (0) converges weakly to a probability measure p, then 
X,, converges in law to the solution of the SDE in condition (A7) with initial law t_~. 
Since condition (A6) is rather technical, we mention a sufficient condition. 
Theorem 3. Under assumptions (Al)-(A5), a suficient condition for (A6) is that 
p > 0, L(F) = 0 (L denotes the Lebesgue measure) and one of the following conditions 
(Bl), (B2) holds: 
1 
(Bl) N,({s},du)=Oforanys~0,andthereexistsanm>Osuchthat~~~(s,x,u)(~ 
mju( for all n, s, x and u. 
(B2) ~~(~,~,~)isoftheform(~,(s,x,u)=~~(s,x)uwith(~~(s,x)~~mforanm~O 
and for all s, x, and n. 
Remark 1. In the above theorem we excluded the cases where the limit processes 
have no continuous martingale part (i.e., p = 0). Although we do not know a good 
criterion for such cases, there are some special cases which we can treat. An example 
will be presented as Proposition 4 in Section 4 in connection with Example 2 there. 
3. Proofs 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is sufficient to prove the tightness in D([O, T], R) for every 
fixed T> 0. By assumptions (Al) and (A2) we can choose (c > )E, > F~ > . . . + 0 
so that, for every t 2 0, 
t 
lim lim sup E u2&(ds, du) = 0, (3.1) 
El0 n-m [I I 0 E,,GIU(<B 1 
(Y?)(t) : p2t, n+co, (3.2) 
and, for any constant d > 0 satisfying T(ds, {*d}) = 0, 
u’T?,,(ds, du) 5 u2T(ds, du), n + ~0 (3.3) 
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(see [12]). Define for n a 1, 
and 
u,(s, X,(s -1, u)Wds, du). 
Thus we have 
x,(t>=X,(O)+C,(t)+M’,“(t)+M’,2’(t)+~,(t). 
Since we assumed that (A4) holds with R = CO, it holds 
(3.4) 
(C,(~)-C,(S)~~M~A,(~)-A,(S)/, tasso, ~131, (3.5) 
which combined with assumption (A3) proves C-tightness of {C,},. Therefore, for 
the tightness of {X,}, it is sufficient to prove that of {(My’, A@, K,,)}, in 
NO, a), R3). 
To this end we shall check the Aldous criterion for tightness (see e.g. [8, Chapter 
VI, Theorem 4.51). It follows from (A4) that 
OS(M”‘) -(M(‘)) n f n 
This proves C-tightness of {(MC))}, by assumption (A2)(iii). Thus we see that 
{M’,“}, satisfies the Aldous condition (see the proof of Theorem 4.13 of Chapter 
VI of [S]). In a similar way we easily see from (3.3) and (A4) with R = 00 that 
{Mp’}n satisfies the Aldous condition. The proof of the tightness of {K,} may be 
carried out in the same line with a slight modification: Let d (0 < d G c) be a number 
such that T(ds, {*d}) = 0 and define 
and 
&(ds, du). 
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Since Kz( t) dominates Kz( t) in the sense of Lenglart and converges to a continuous 
function t I,Ul,d v(du), we see that Kz also satisfies the Aldous condition, and hence 
so does K, by (A4). Since 
lim lim sup P sup I(M(n’, M’,Z’, K,)(s)1 > A = 0 
> 
(3.6) 
A-co n+‘x O<SGT 
is also clear from the above argument, the proof of the theorem is complete. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. By the usual cut-off method (see e.g. [13]) we may and do 
assume that a, and a,, satisfy (A4) with R =co. Therefore, as we have seen in the 
above, {(C,,M, , ,, , n, n (‘I ill(*) K N )}, is tight. Let us see that the limiting processes 
satisfy the SDE in condition (A7). Let 
ufi,,(ds, du) 
and 
uN,,(ds, du), n 2 1. 
Then the proof of Theorem 1 also implies the tightness of 
{(X,(O), C,, M’,“, M, , n, (*) K It@‘) K,,, N,,)}, in RX D([O, CO), !R6) x ~2, where Ju = 
&([O, co) x ([--CO, oo]\{O}), as b”efbre. Let X:= (X(O), C, M(l), I@*‘, K, i%?(l), J?, N) 
be any limiting point of X,, := (X,,(O), C,,, M’,L’, A&,*‘, K,, A?f’,“, K,,, IV,,) and let X = 
X(0) + C + II@“+ Mc2)+ K. X is of course a limit point of {X,,},. Let us show that 
the law of X is the one determined in assumption (A7). Let {X,,,} be a subsequence 
converging in law to X. For the sake of typographical convenience we shall use the 
convention that nk = k (ks 1). Since weak convergence of laws in a Polish space 
can be realized by an almost-sure convergence on a suitable probability space 
(0,%‘, P) (Skorohod’s theorem), we may and do assume that 
+(X(O), C, A4 3 (‘I Mc2) K, Ii?“‘, K, R) 3 in RX D([O, Co), R6) XJtl a.s. (3.7) 
Notice that, by a result of [12], we have 
uN(ds, du). 
Let us see that K may also be expressed in a similar way: 
K(t) = c(s, X(s - ), u)N(ds, du), (3.8) 
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i.e., 
a(.~, X(s-), u)N(ds, du) in D([O, oo), R) as. 
Since IV,, converges to N, this is almost obvious if it holds that (T,,(s, X,,(s - ), u) 
converges continuously to ~(s, X(s-), u) for N(ds, du)-almost all (s, u) with 
probability one (for the general theory see 15.7.3 of [ll]). However, here we have 
two difficulties: One comes from the discontinuity of X and the other from our 
assumption on the exceptional set for the convergence of v,,, which is stated in 
terms of r while our discussion should be concerned with N(ds, du). As we shall 
see later the first one can easily be removed if we go back to the definition of 
J,-convergence. To remove the second difficulty we shall show 
l,(X,_)N(ds, du) = 0 a.s., (3.9) 
where F is the set given in condition (A4). Since the process {X,Y_} is predictable, 
we see 
which vanishes by assumption (A6). Thus we obtain (3.9). Let E be the set given 
in assumption (AS). Since T(E) = 0 by assumption, we can extend (3.9) as 
l((s,u)~E or X,_~F)N(ds,du)=o as. (3.11) 
We are now ready to prove (3.8). For an arbitrarily fixed w satisfying (3.7) and 
(3.11), there exists a sequence of continuous, increasing functions h,(t) = A,( t, w) 
(n 3 1) on [0, ~0) onto itself such that 
(K o A,(t), z, o A,(t), X, o A,(t), A,(t))+(K(t), B(t), X(t), t), (3.12) 
uniformly on every finite interval. Let 0 < s(‘) < s(‘) < . . . and 0 < s’,” < s(,2) < . . . be 
discontinuity points of l? and of K,, 0 A,, respectively, and further we put uCk) = 
Ai<(sck’) and ukk’ = AR,, 0 A,(sr’). Then we have 
KOA,(t)= C a(A,(s:)), X,, 0 A,,(sy’-), u’,~‘), 
k:%::‘st 
K(t) = 1 a(~‘~‘, X(dk’-), dk’), 
k;s’“‘st 
l?,oA,(t)= 1 uik’ 
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and 
K(t)= c Jk). 
k;s’“‘st 
The latter two combined with (3.12) imply that sCk) = s’,“’ (k 2 1) for all sufficiently 
large n and it also holds that 
U(k)+ U(k) 
n asn+co (ksl). (3.13) 
Therefore, for all sufficiently large n, we have 
Kl oh,(t) = c a,(A,(P’), x, 0 A,(P-), u!?). (3.14) 
k;sck’sr 
Since the convergence in (3.12) is uniform on every finite interval, we see 
X,OA,(~‘~‘-)~X(S’~‘-) asn+co (kZ1). 
This together with (3.13) implies 
(A,(s(~)), X, 0 A,(s(~)-), u~))+(s(~), X(stk’-), uCk)) as n+co. 
Notice that, in view of (3.11), (sCk’, uCk))E E, X(sck’-)& F, ks 1. Therefore, by 
assumption (A4) we obtain from (3.14) that 
K, 0 A,(t)+ C a(~(~), X(sCk’-), u(~)), (3.15) 
k;s”‘s, 
the convergence being uniform on every finite interval. Thus we have (3.8). We next 
show that 
M’,Z’~ M’2’ 
in DUO, a), t@) (3.16) 
where 
M”‘(r) = a(s, X(s-), u)s(ds, du). 
Define, for every E > 0, 
f 
Mx;( t) = 
II 
a,(~, Xn(s -), 4fi,,(ds, du) 
0 E,,YE+I=C 
and 
, 
Mh%) = 
II 
(+(s, X(s-), u)fi(ds, du). 
0 B=IYj=SC 
Then by a similar argument as above (we need to modify the definition of fi’,” a 
little) it is easy to see that 
M’,fi + ME; in D([O, co>, 5%). (3.17) 
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On the other hand we obtain from assumption (A4) (with R = 00) and (3.1) that 
tp lim sup P sup JMt!( t) - M’,2’( t)] 2 n 
n+cZ 1 O<,ST 1 
T 
s lim lim sup T-*E 
EL0 n+cc [5 I 
cT;rir,(ds, du) 
0 FnSIUI<F 1 T G lim lim sup const. x E N I u*&(ds, du) = 0. FJ.0 n+m 0 E,,GIU/<F 1 
Therefore (3.17) proves (3.16) (see [2, Theorem 4.21). We next characterize the 
limiting process M (‘) of {My’},. Since 
(My’), = ’ 
II iI I 
2 
a2,&(ds, du) - C ~,fi,&] x du) , 
0 bI<% ss f bI<E,, 
using a similar argument as above, we obtain from (A2), (A4) and (A5) that 
(M’,“, (Mj:‘), X,, N,) + (M”‘, v, X, N), (3.18) 
where V(t) = p* 5: 6( s, X,y)2 ds. Since M’,” is a martingale, the discontinuities of 
which converge in law to 0 as n + 00, it is easy to see that MC’) is a square-integrable, 
continuous martingale such that (MC”) = V with respect to the canonical filtration 
(s,),of(M , , , . (‘) V X N) By the well-known representation theorem for continuous 
martingales (see Theorem 7.1 of [6]), extending the probability space to (0, 9, P; 9,) 
if necessary, we can construct a l-dimensional standard (g,)-Brownian motion B” 
such that M”‘(t) = p jb &(s, X,) dB*(s). It remains to prove the independence of 
N and B”. N is, as we mentioned before, a Poisson random measure, but in fact 
we can say a little more by the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.2 of [12]: N is 
an ( 9,) -Poisson random measure; i.e., N is the counting measure of an ( 9,) -Poisson 
point process in the sense of Definition 11.3.2 in [6]. Therefore, as is well known, 
B* is automatically independent of N (see [6, Theorem 11.6.31). Thus (3.18) implies 
ds, X(s)> dB(s), X N 
in D([O, Co), R2) X J! a.s., (3.19) 
where B (B(0) =0) is a standard Brownian motion independent of the Poisson 
random measure N. Combining (3.8), (3.16) and (3.19), we conclude that X satisfies 
the following stochastic differential equation: 
I 
I 
X(t)=X(O)+ a(~, X(s - )) d&s) + P 
0 I 
f 
&(s, X(s-)) dB(s) 
0 
* 
+ 
II 
u(s, X(s-), u)%(ds, du) 
0 o+lsc 
+ a(s, X(s-), u)N(ds, du). 
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By the assumption (A7), the law of X is uniquely determined, which implies that 
the law of X, converges weakly to the solution of the SDE given in (A7). •i 
Proof of Theorem 3. Since the proofs of (Bl) and (B2) may be carried out in 
parallel, we shall prove (B2) only. Let (C, M(l), Mc2), K) be any limiting 
process of (C,, M, , (I) M’2’ K,). With respect to the filtration generated by 
(C, M(l), M”‘, K), M(‘) ai& Mc2) are square-integrable martingales, M”) is con- 
tinuous and C + K is an adapted process of bounded variation. Therefore, X has 
local time L’: with respect to (M”‘+ My’), (see Jacod [7, p. lSS]), where ML” is 
the continuous martingale part of M’*‘: 
J 
I 
ls(X,) d(M”‘+M:‘), = J L; du 0 B 
for every Bore1 set B. Therefore, if L(F) = 0, we have 
J 
I 
lF(X,) d(M”‘+ M?‘)(s) = 0 as. (3.20) 
0 
Since (M, , (‘I ML2’) = 0, n 2 1, it is easy to see that (M”‘, M”‘) = 0. Hence, keeping 
in mind that MC’) is continuous, we have 
(M(“+M~))=(M”‘)+(M~‘). 
Therefore (3.20) implies 
J 
, 
lF(XI) d(M”‘), =0 a.s. 
0 
(3.21) 
Now under assumption (B2) we have 
(My’), -(M’,“)F 2 m(( Y>), -( Yfi.),,). 
Thus by (3.2) it is easy to conclude 
(M”‘),-(M”‘),yq2m(t-s), tas?O. 
This together with (3.21) implies 5: lF(X,) ds = 0 a.s. 0 
4. Examples 
Example 1: Limit theorems for storage processes 
Let Z(t) be a real valued storage process satisfying the following stochastic integral 
equation: f r z(t) = Z(0) - J r(Z(s)) ds + JJ f(Z(s -1, u)N(ds, du). 0 0 co,=u) 
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Here N(ds, du) is the counting measure of a Poisson point process p taking positive 
values with fi(ds, du) = ds dv( u) and is independent of Z(0) 2 0. We assume the 
following: 
(Bl) r( .) : [0, co) + [0, ~0) is continuous on (0, CO), r(0) = 0 and 
r = lim r(x) < Co. 
x-cc 
032) f(.,.):[O,oo)x(O,co)~(O, 1 ~0 is a measurable function such that for each 
24 > 0, lim,,, f(x, u) = g(u) exists and g(u) is an increasing continuous function 
which approaches infinity as u + co. Let g-‘(u) = inf{ y; g(y) 2 u}. Then 
lim f(x, g-‘(u)) 1 
= 
and there exists a constant K such that 
f(x,g-‘(u))<Ku forallxzOandu>O. 
(B3) Let d;(u) = dv(g-‘(u)). There exists a regular varying function cp(. ) with 
index l/a (1~ cy ~2) such that 
dv,(u):= n dc(cp(n)u) zdv,(u) inJU([--a,cO]\O), 
where dv,(u) = C+upa-’ du, u > 0, C, > 0. Further dv”( u) satisfies j’O,,+ u dfi( u) < CO. 
(Note that, if the measure dv(u) is finite, the latter condition follows from the first.) 
For the definition and the properties of regular varying functions we refer to [3] 
or [16]. 
Remark 2. Although in (B3) only the case 1 < cr < 2 was considered for simplicity, 
we may consider other cases with 0 < (Y s 2. In Yamada [20], the results correspond- 
ing to the cases where O< (Y < 1 or (Y = 2 are also obtained via a different (but 
essentially the same) argument. 
To state our results, we define 
h(x) = 
Then we have: 
Proposition 1. Let p = j cO,mj g(u) dv( u) - E We assume that inf, h(x) > 0 and 
1 
Em q(a) 0 
+(h(x)-p)dx=d<co (4.1) 
Let 
X,(t) = --&o-‘“0 
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Xn(t) z X(t):= ’ li 0 co,=) u&(ds, du)++r)““d 
in D([O, a), R) where N,(ds, du) is the counting measure of a Poisson point process 
with compensator 
ko(ds, du) = (YC+UP~~ du ds. 
To state our second result, we define a reflecting stable process Zo( t) as the unique 
nonnegative solution of the following Skorohod equation: 
I 
Zo(t) =5(t)+ 
li 
ufio(ds, du) 
0 LR* 
where t(t) is an increasing process with t(O) = 0 satisfying 
I 
I 
1(&(s) > 0) de(s) = 0 for any t 2 0, 
0 
and No(ds, du) was defined above (see Tanaka [18], Liptser and Shiryaev [14, 
Chapter lo]). 
Proposition 2. Assume that r(x) G F and f(x, u) 2 g(u) and there exists a constant K 
satisfying x(h(x)-r(x))s K. Let Z,,(t) =Z(nt)/cp(n). Then Z,,(t) =5 Zo(t) in 
D([O, a), R). 
Proof of Proposition 1. We shall first express X,,(t) in the form of (1.1) and then 
verify the conditions in Theorem 2. X,,(t) can be written in the form of (1.1) with 
C=CO and 
%(s,X,(s-))=l, 
(h(Z(s)) -p) ds, 
~nn(S,X, U)’ hf(u(n)x+ nt4 g-‘(cp(n)u)), 
N,,(ds, du) = N(n ds, dg-‘(cp(n)u)), 
while the limit process X(t) can be expressed in the form of (A7) with X(0) =O, 
C=OO, p=O and 
a(s, X(s -)) = 1, 
A(s)=+)‘/“d, 
a(s, X(s-), u) = u, 
N(ds, du) = N,(ds, du). 
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Let us check that conditions (Al)-(A7) are fulfilled. 
(Al): Since fin(ds, du) = n dv(g-‘(q(n)u)) ds = dv,(u) ds, (Al) is satisfied with 
T(ds, du) = ds dv,(u). 
(A2): Since we have 
lim lim sup 
i 
x’dv,(x)=O, 
FL0 n O<X<F 
(ii) holds with p = 0. (i) and (iii) are trivial. 
(A3): Since y := inf, h(x) > 0 by assumption, we have 
(4.2) 
Z(t) Z(O) ’ -> 
r 
=-+,+$ 
t JJ f(Z(s - ), u)%k du), 0 (0.m) 
and 
f(Z(s -), u)fi(ds, du) 
P(n) 1 n =-- JJ n cp(n) o f(Z(s-), u)fi(ds, du) 5 0 (O,m) 
because {l/p(n) 1,” j(,,,,f(Z(s-), u)fi(ds, du)},,, is tight in R. Thus Z(t)+cc as 
t + cc a.s. and this implies Z(t)/ t + p as t + 00 a.s. Combining this with the assumption 
(4.1), it is easy to show A,,(t) 5 A(t) (see the proof of Theorem l(a) in Yamada [20]). 
(A4): Since u,,(s, x, u) s Ku, (A4) is trivially satisfied. 
(A5): Note that for any x and s > 0, 
cp( n)x, + np, = n ( dn) -x,+ps, +a n ) 
as n+a, x,+x and s, + s. Thus with E = $3 and F = 0, (A5) is satisfied. Since p = 0, 
the last condition in (2.2) needs not be taken into consideration. 
(A6): Since F=0, (A6) is trivially satisfied. 
(A7): This is trivial. q 
Proof of Proposition 2. It suffices to show that 
x,(t):=(Zn(t))2z x(t):=(Zo(t))2. 
Ita’s formula shows that X,(t) satisfies (1.1) with c = 1, A,(t) = t, 
2n 
%(S, x) = (cp(n))’ cp (n)A (Ncp(n)A) - r(cp(n)fi)) 
-2J;; J .L(v’k u> dv,(u)+ J U&“% u))‘dvn(u), Ui=l O<u<l 
an(s, x, u) = (J;;+fn(&, u))‘-x 
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and 
N,,(ds,du) = N(n ds, dg-‘(cp(n)u)), 
where 
.L(% u) = &Mn)x, g-‘(cp(n)u)), 
while X(t) satisfies the equation in (A7) with c = 1, p = 0, A(t) = t, 
a(s,x)=-2/3&+~, p= J u de,(u), Y = J u* dv,(u), u3-l o<uct a(s, xu) =(4x-t u)‘-x 
and 
N(ds, du) = N,(ds, du). 
Now we shall show that conditions (Al-A7) are satisfied: 
(Al-A4): (Al-A2) are the same as in Proposition 1. (A3-A4) are trivial. 
(A5): We show that (AS) is satisfied with E = 0 and F = {O}. Suppose (s,, x,, u,) + 
(s, x, u), (s, u) & E and x & F, and define 
a,(s, x) = afi(s, x) - aZ,(s, x)f&(s, x) 
in the obvious way. Then a:(.~,, x,) --, 0 by our assumption. Next we note that 
fn(&,, u) is continuously convergent to u when x, + x E F and (4.2) holds. Then 
it iseasy tosee that a’,(s,,x,)+2&~,,, xd&u) and CZ~(.S,,,X,)+~~~~~, u2dvO(u). 
These imply a,(.~,,, x,)+ u(s, x), and a similar discussion shows ~~(s,,, x,, u,)+ 
a(% x, u). 
(A6): To see that this condition is satisfied, consider a nonnegative process Z(t) 
defined by 
2(t) = Z(0) - 
I’ 
I 
Jl(&s) > 0) ds + 
JI 
g(u)N(ds, du). 
0 0 (0.~1 
Then by our assumption Z(t) 2 z(t) for all t 3 0. Since F = jCo._) g(u) du( u) by our 
assumption, Z(t) can be written as 
I 
I I Z(t) =2(o)+ Tl(&)=O) dst JJ g(u)%dS, du) 0 0 (0.m) 
and Z(t) has an explicit solution: 
&)=Z(O)+F(r)-fn~{(Z(O)+F(s))nO} 
where F(t) =siJ,o,m, g(u)fi(ds, du). Define Z,,(t) =Z(nt)/cp(n) and F,(t) = 
F( nt)/cp( n). Then since F,( 1) 4 ji ~~o,oc~ uGo(ds, du), we have 
&(t>~ ,fo(r):= ’ JJ 
s 
u*o(ds, du) - inf JJ ufio(ds, du). 0 (O,m) cst o (0.m) 
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Z,,(t) is the reflecting stable process identical in law to the process Z,(t), and so 
L{ t; &(t) = 0} = 0. Thus, if Z(t) is any weak limit of {Z,,(t)},, Z(t) 2 &(t) (note 
Z,,(t)~&(t)) and hence L{t;Z(t)=O}=O, which proves (A6). 0 
Remark 2. For a result related to Proposition 2, see Yamada [ 19, Example l] where 
a class of inventory processes is considered and a reflecting Brownian motion appears 
as a limit process. 
Example 2: Limit theorem for a random walk 
Here we give a limit theorem for a random walk considered in [19, Example 21. 
Let {51&r be independent random variables having common distribution dv(x). 
Let us consider a stochastic process { Yk}ka, defined by 
Y k+l= Yk+f(Yk)tk+l, k>l, Y,=O. 
We assume that the measure dv(x) is in the domain of attraction of a stable law, 
and we consider the following cases (DO) and (Dl): 
(DO) There exists a regular varying function p(. ) with index 4 such that for any 
F>O, as n+co, 
“,((%~))+O, U’O, 
and 
I u*dv,(u)+p* (>O) OIU<F 
where dv,(u) = n dv(cp(n)u). 
(Dl) There exists a regular varying function cp(. ) with index l/cw (1~ cx < 2) 
such that 
dv,(x):= n dv((o(n)x)+dv,(x) in A([-00, cc]) 
where 
dv,(x) = 
i 
C+CYX~~-’ dx, x>o, c+>o, 
C_+~“-‘dx, x<O, C_>O. 
We further assume: 
(D2) f (. ) is a measurable function such that 0 < m s f (. ) G M for some m and 
M, and further lim,,,f(x) = fi < ~0 and lim,,_, f(x) = f2 < 03. 
Let co(x) = fi if x 3 0 and ao( x) = f2 if x < 0, and consider the following stochastic 
differential equations: 
t 
X(t)= 
II 
oh(X(s-))~so(ds, du), 
0 Iw* 
I 
f 
Z(t)= ao(z(s))dB(s) 
0 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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where s(t) is a Brownian notion and N,,(ds, du) is the counting measure of a 
Poisson point process with compensator I?Jds, du) = ds dv,(u). We note that (4.3), 
without mentioning (4.4), has the unique solution in the law sense. (See Remark 3.) 
Then we have: 
Proposition 3. Assume that jR* xv(dx) = 0, and define 
Then in D([O,co),lR), Xn(t) 3 Z(t) under (DO), (D2), and X,,(t) 3 X(t) under 
(Dl), 02). 
Proof. Let N(dt, dx) be the counting measure of a Poisson point process with 
compensator s(dt, dx) = dt dv(x). Then, as in [19, Example 21, it suffices to show 
that X:(t) s X(t) and Xz( t) s Z(t), where X$(t) is the unique solution of 
I 
x:(l) = 
II 
a,(X:(s-))u&(ds, du) 
0 w* 
where a,,(x) =f(cp(n)x) and N,,(ds, dx) = N(n ds, dq(n)x) (hence fi,,(ds, dx) = 
ds dv,(x)). 
Since a,,(x,,)=~(tp(n)~,)+a~(x) when x,+x~Z F=(O), it remains only to 
check that condition (A6) is fulfilled. But, under (DO) and (D2), this follows from 
Theorem 3. The case for (Dl), (D2) is shown in the following proposition which 
treats somewhat more general situations. 0 
Proposition 4. Consider (1.1) and assume (Al)-(A5). Then a sujicient condition for 
(A6) is: 
(i) In condition (A3), A(t) = t. 
(ii) N,(ds, du) are Poisson random measures with mean measures of rhe 
form &,,(ds, du) =ds dv,(u) and I,,,,,, Iu[ d V, u < co. The Levy measure v(du) (see ( ) 
condition (Al)) has a stable law with index l/cy (1 < LY i 2), Le., 
y(du) = 
1 
C+au-OL~’ du, u>o, C+~O, 
C_&-“-I du, u<o, c-20, c++c_>o. 
(iii) a,,(~, x, u) = 6,,(s, x)u with O< m s &,,(s, x) s Mfor aN s, x and u. 
Proof. When p > 0, this is included in Theorem 3. Hence we consider the case p = 0. 
Under condition (ii), X,,(t) can be written as 
xl(t) = x,(o)+ 
I 
I 
a,(s, X(s -1) dA,(s) 
0 
, 
+ 
II 
Gn(s, X,(s-))ul(l+ c) dv,(u) ds 
0 R* 
+ &(s, X,(s -))ufi”(ds, du). 
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Set 
I 
f 
77,(t) = Gnn(s, X(s -1)” ds, 
0 
Z,(t) =X,(17;‘(f)), 
B:(f) = 
5 
: a,(rl,‘(s), X(vi’(s)-_)) W,(vi’(S)) t + JJ a,(vi’(s), X V ~(S) -)b4bd’ c) un(u) dv,‘(S), 0 Rf t 
B;(t) = JJ ~n(rli’(s), x,(r,,‘(S)-_))uN,(d77n’(S), du), 0 Iw* 
where qil( t) is the inverse process of v,(t). 
Then we have 
.Z,,(t)=Z,,(O)+Bjl(t)+B2,(f). 
As in Theorem 1, {(X,, Bi, Bi, v;‘,A,)}, is tight in D([O, OO],I@), and let 
(X, B, , B2, 5, A) be any weak limit. First we note that since 0 < m s 6,,( s, x) s M, 
there exists a measurable process (T( t, o) such that l/M s 6( t, w) 4 l/m and t(t) = 
J,$(s,w)ds. W e s a s h 11 h ow that the process B,(t) is absolutely continuous; i.e., 
there exists a measurable process b(s, w) such that B,(t) = 5: b(s, w) ds. Indeed, we 
have, for s < t, 
IB:W-&(# K,IA,(77,‘(f))-A,(77,‘(~))I+Kz(~l’(t)-~7’(~)). 
Noting that A, h A where A(t) = t and letting n tend to infinity in the above, we have 
I&(t)-B,(s)ls K&(+5(+ &(t-s). 
(In the above K, , . . . , K, are suitable constants.) Thus B,(t) is absolutely continuous. 
Next we shall show that I b(f) = JJ ufi(ds, du). 0 Iw* 
Defining the random measure Nk(ds, du) by 
N;(ds, du) = M,(dn,‘(s), [l/~,(~,‘(s), X&G’(s) -))I du), 
we can write B:(t) as I 
B;(t) = JJ ufi;(ds, du). 0 Iw* 
Then for our purpose it suffices to show that conditions (Al) and (A2Nii) are 
satisfied for NL(ds, du) with I’(ds, du) = ds dv,(u) and p = 0. We have t 
fii(Wle4~N= vrl J ([ U 0 &(S, z(s))p O” )> ds (~n(S, Z(s))Y 
-+ C+UP t, u > 0. 
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For the last convergence it suffices to note that v,([u, 00)) + v,([u, CO)) uniformly in 
u on every compact set [a, b] = (0, 00). Similarly, 
$([O, t] x (-co, u])+ c-]ul-“r, u <o. 
Hence $k(ds, du)+ T(ds, du) =ds Q(U) in JR. Next if we note that 
lim lim sup 
I 
u2 dv,( yu) = 0 
F(0 n IUI<F 
uniformly in y E [l/M, l/m], it is clear that 
lim lim sup P 
FL0 n 
u2$,(ds, du) z 6 = 0 
> 
and hence (A2)(ii) is satisfied. 
Thus, since X,,(~;r(t)) + X(5(t)) in D([O, CO), R’), we have from the above 
discussion that 
The process of the right-hand side has a local time with respect to Lebesgue measure 
(see Bass [l]), and so ihlF(X([(s)))ds=O. Since [(t)=j:,(T(.s)ds with l/M< 
am l/m, it follows that 5: lF(X(s)) ds =O. 0 
Remark 3. We can show the uniqueness in law of the solution of (4.3) using the 
technique of time change as in Tkeda and Watanabe [6, Chapter IV, Theorem 4.31. 
Indeed, let [( 1) = sh s uGO(ds, du), G(t) = 5: eo( t( s - ))-” ds and X(t) = [( aj-‘( t)) 
where o-‘(t) is the inverse process of @( 1). Then we can easily show, by using the 
representation theorem for point processes [6, Chapter II, Theorem 7.41, that X( 1) 
is a solution of (4.3), i.e., there exists a Poisson point process with the counting 
measure Nb(ds, du) equivalent in law to the measure N,,(ds, du), and (X(t), Nh) 
satisfies (4.3). Conversely, let X(t) be a solution of (4.3) and let A(t) = 
I:, qo(X(s)Y d . h s T en we can also show easily that i(t) = X(A-l(t)) is equivalent 
in law to l(t). Moreover, A-‘(t) = j: (T,,(~(.s))~” ds, and so X(t) = <(A(r)). Thus 
X(t) is determined uniquely from f(t). 
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